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ABSTRACT 
Both the Choquet integral with respect to monotone set functions and the natural 
extensions oflower probabilities are generalizations of the Lebesgue integral with respect 
to g-additive measures. The relation between these generalizations is investigated. We 
show that the Choquet integral with respect to a belief measure isalways greater than or 
equal to the corresponding atural extension. Also, we compare some concepts intro- 
duced in the theory of imprecise probabilities with concepts established in fuzzy measure 
theory, capacity theory, and Dempster-Shafer theory. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
KEYWORDS: belief measure, Choquet integral, coherence, imprecise proba- 
bility, monotone set function, natural extension 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of imprecise probabilities [9], which has emerged as a new 
branch of applied mathematics, i  quite promising for dealing with uncer- 
tainty (not only randomness) as well as nonlinearity in systems. Unfortu- 
nately, some concepts of this theory, such as avoiding sure loss and 
coherence, are rather difficult to verify in practical applications. Moreover, 
the calculation of natural extensions is usually rather complex. These 
difficulties have thus far inhibited the applicability of the theory. However, 
there are some connections between the theory of imprecise probabilities 
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and other well-developed theories, such as classical measure theory [5], 
fuzzy measure theory [13], capacity theory [3], and Dempster-Shafer theory 
[10]. It is desirable to compare these various theories and examine the 
relationships among them. Moreover, establishing some equalities or in- 
equalities in these theories should help us to estimate values of natural 
extensions for given functions in the theory of imprecise probabilities. 
Since all natural extensions [9, 19], the pan-integral [13, 14, 17, 19], and 
the Choquet integral [1, 2, 4, 6-8, 16-18] are nonlinear functionals on the 
linear space consisting of all bounded measurable functions, a natural idea 
is to establish some equalities or inequalities among them. Some results 
regarding pan-integrals versus Choquet integrals and natural extensions 
have recently been obtained [17-19]. In this paper, we investigate the 
relation between the Choquet integral and the natural extension. 
After introducing relevant concepts on nonnegative monotone set func- 
tions in Section 2, we list some elementary properties of the Choquet 
integral in Section 3. The main results of this paper are given in Sections 4 
and 5. Section 4 focuses on the relation among some concepts in the 
theory of imprecise probabilities, fuzzy measure theory, capacity theory, 
and Dempster-Shafer theory, while Section 5 is devoted to establishing an 
inequality between the natural extension and the Choquet integral with 
respect o belief measures. Some counterexamples are also given to show 
the restrictions of these relations. 
2. MONOTONE SET FUNCTIONS 
Let (X,9-)  be a measurable space [5, 13], and let I x :~r~ [0, oo) be a 
finite nonnegative set function defined on .9 r with IX(O) = 0. Sometimes, 
we take the power set ~(X)  as the g-algebra ~.. 
DEFINITION 1 A set function ix is said to be monotone iff ix(E) < IX(F) 
whenever E ~ ~, F E ~,, and E c F. 
DEFINITION 2 A set function tx is said to be superadditive iff Ix( E UF) _ 
Ix(E) + IX(F) whenever E ~ ~, F ~ ~, and E n F = 0 .  
DEFINITION 3 A set function IX is said to be subadditive iff ix( E U F)  <_ 
Ix(E) + Ix(F) whenever E ~ Stand F ~ ~. 
DEFINITION 4 The set function Ix' :~r~ [0, oo) is called the dual of the 
set function Ix iff Ix'(E) = Ix(X) - Ix(ff~) for any E ~ ~, where ft. is the 
complement of E. 
It is easy to verify that IX _< IX' if IX is superadditive, while Ix >_ Ix' if Ix is 
subadditive. Moreover, Ix is superadditive when Ix' is subadditive, and 
conversely, Ix is subadditive when Ix' is superadditive [13, 15]. 
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DEFINITION 5 A set function tz is said to be n-monotone iff 
l<_i<_n Ic{1 . . . . .  n}, I~Q~ i~ l  " 
where II I denotes the cardinality of the set I, and n >__ 2. A set function tz is 
said to be complete monotone iff it is n-monotone for any n > 2. 
It is not difficult to verify that n-monotonicity implies k-monotonicity if
2 < k < n, and that any n-monotonicity implies superadditivity and there- 
fore monotonicity. 
DEFINITION 6 A set function m : ~(X)  ~ [0, 1] is called a basic proba- 
bility assignment on (X,  ~(X) )  iff 
m(E)  = 1 
EcX 
and m(O) = O. 
DEFINITION 7 Let m be a basic probability assignment. A set function 
Bel : ~(X)  ~ [0,1]/s called a belief measure induced by m iff 
BeI(E) ---- ~ m(F)  V E ~5~(X) ;  
FcE  
a set function PI: ~(X)  ~ [0, 1] is called a plausibility measure induced 
by m iff 
PI(E) = ~] m(F)  V E ~P(X) .  
FAERY3 
It is known that Bel and PI are dual to each other, Bel < PI, and any 
belief measure is complete monotone [13, 18] and coherent [18]. Con- 
versely, when X is finite, any regular nonnegative set function defined on 
~(X)  is a belief measure if it satisfies the following conditions: 
1. vanishing at the empty set 0;  
2. being complete monotone. 
DEFINITION 8 A set function p. : ~r__. [0, 1] is called a lower probability 
iff ix(O) = 0 and tz(X)  =- 1. A lower probability Ix avoids sure loss iff 
n 
sup ~] Xei(x) > tz(E i) 
x~Xi=l  i=1 
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whenever n is a positive integer and E 1 . . . . .  E, ~ ~', it is coherent if 
sup XE,(x) - m.  XEo(x) > lz(E i) - m.  /z(E o) 
xEX l i= I  i=1  
whenever m and n are nonnegative integers and E 0, E l , . . . ,  E, ~ ~,, where 
Xe, is the characteristic function orE  i. 
It is shown in [9] that any coherent lower probability is monotone and 
superadditive. The concepts of avoiding sure loss and coherence are also 
applicable to any functional defined on a class of bounded functions on X 
[9]. According to this point of view, a lower probability is a functional 
defined on the class of all characteristic functions of sets in ~.. 
3. CHOQUET INTEGRALS 
Let (X,3-) be a measurable space, and let /~ be a finite nonnegative 
monotone set function on ~-with /~(O) = 0. For any nonnegative measur- 
able function f on (X,~r), the Choquet integral of f on any set A ~ 9-is 
defined as 
co  
fo ~(F. n A) da 
and denoted by 
f A:""' 
where F, = {x If(x) > a}, a ~ [0, o0). We can also unambiguously define 
the Choquet integral for any lower-bounded measurable function f (not 
necessary nonnegative) by the formula 
fA fdtz  = fA ( f  -- b) dlz + b. I~(A), 
where b is a lower bound of f [18]. When A = X, we replace fx fd lz  with 
ffdlx. Here, we use the notation as for the classical Lebesgue integral to 
denote the Choquet integral, since the latter is a generalization of the 
former, and they coincide when /z is o--additive. 
Some elementary properties of the Choquet integral are listed in the 
following proposition [2, 16, 17]. 
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PROPOSITION 1 Let f and g be lower-bounded measurable functions on 
(X,3-), /.t and Iz' be nonnegative monotone set functions vanishing at the 
empty set Q, c be a constant, and A ~ ~. Then, 
(1) if p.(A) = 0, then [Afdtx = 0; 
(2) if f is nonnegative, then fA fd~ = 0 ¢* /.t({x : f (x )  ~ 0} Ch A) = 
0; 
(3) fACdtx = c.  /x(A); 
(4) if f < g, then fAfdtz < fAgdl~; 
(5) if /z _< /z', then fAfdtz < fAfdlx'; 
(6) fAfdtz = f f  " xA dl~; 
(7) fA( f+ c)dtz = fAfdtx + c"/z(A);  
(8) fAC "fdlz = cfAfdtx for any c > 0. 
A notable property of the Choquet integral is that fA(f + g)dt  z ~ 
fAfdtz + fAgdlz in general. This means that the Choquet integral is not a 
linear functional. However, an inequality holds when ~ is a belief measure 
as shown in Section 5. 
4. COHERENT LOWER PROBABILITIES 
In this section, we need to introduce the concept of an atom [20] to 
widen the applicability of our results. We also need the concept of a 
natural extension of a lower probability in the theory of imprecise proba- 
bilities [9], which plays an important role in our investigation. 
DEFINITION 9 Let ( X,  j r)  be a measurable space. For any x ~ X,  the set 
N{E: x ~ E ~ o, ~r} is called the atom at x and is denoted by A[ x ]. 
Since ~r is a o--algebra, we have the following useful results [20]: 
1. A[x] ~ ~-for any x; 
2. any set in 3-can be expressed by a union of atoms; and 
3. the class of all atoms, ~¢, is a partition of X. 
Thus, if we replace X with the quotient space ~¢, our investigation can 
be substantially simplified. 
DEFINITION 10 Let tz be a lower probability on (X,  9 (X) )  that avoids 
sure loss, and let _~ be the set of all bounded functions on X. The 
functional E, defined on 2 as 
c :  n _E(f) = sup '~i " tx( Ei) + > E ,~i " XE i -t- C, n > O, 
i i=1 
E i cg ,  h i >__ 0, c E (-oo, oo)} V f ~_~, 
/ 
is called the natural extension of tz. 
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When IX is a classical probability (that is, it is o-additive), the natural 
extension agrees with the expectation. The following theorem is useful in 
our investigation. 
THEOREM 1 [9] E( XA) = IX(A) for any A ~(X)  iff ix is coherent. 
On a measurable space containing only two atoms, for any lower 
probability, both coherence and complete monotonicity are reduced to 
superadditivity. So in this case all of these three concepts are equivalent, 
and therefore any coherent lower probability is a belief measure. But in 
general this is not true on a measurable space containing more then two 
atoms. 
Now, let us investigate the situation on a measurable space containing 
three atoms. Before presenting the main result in Theorem 2, we intro- 
duce an alternative xpression for the natural extension in Lemma 1. This 
expression may be regarded as an equivalent definition of the natural 
extension. 
LEMMA 1 [9] Let Ix be a lower probability on (X,  ~(X) )  which avoids 
sure loss. Then 
-E(f) =sUP{xinf( f+i=I~Ai'[IX(Ei)-XEi])n >-O'EicX'Ai>-O}" 
THEOREM 2 Let IX be a lower probability on a measurable space (X,~ r) 
containing three atoms. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Ix is coherent; 
(2) IX is 2-monotone; 
(3) _E(XA) = IX(A) for any A ~ 5(. 
Proof Without any loss of generality, we may assume that X = {a, b, c} 
and 5r=~(X) .  Due to Theorem 1, we only need to prove the equivalence 
of (2) and (3). 
Assume that IX is 2-monotone. We want to show _E(XA) = IX(A) for any 
A ~ ~(X) .  When A is a singleton, say A = {a}, the maximal value of the 
expression 
ixnf(f+ ~ I~i" [IX(Ei) - XEi]) (') i=1 
in Lemma 1 should be the greater of Ix({a}) and 
Xtal - Xta,bl -- Xt~,cl + Ix({a,b}) + Ix({a,c}). 
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By using 2-monotonicity of tt, we have 
X{a} --  X{a,b}  - -  X{a ,c}  -'[- /~({a, b})  +/x ({a ,  c}) 
= /z({a, b}) +/x({a, c}) - 1 
</x({a}). 
Hence, E(X{a}) = /z({a}). When A consists of two points, say, A = {a, b}, 
the maximal value of (*) should be the greater of p,({a, b}) and 
X{a,b}  - -  X{a} -- X{b} -1"- /z({a}) +/x({b}). 
By using the superadditivity of/z,  we have 
X{~,b} -- X{,} -- X{b} + /~({a}) + /z({b}) 
= /z({a}) + /z((b}) 
</z({a,  a}). 
Hence, E(X{,,o}) = /~({a, b}). Consequently, _E(XA) = /z(A) for any A e 
~(x). 
Conversely, assume that _E(XA) = /~(A) for any A ~ ~(X) ,  which means 
that ~ is coherent. The requirement of 2-monotonicity, 
I .~(AUB)+Ia . (AnB)>Ia . (A)+ lx (B)  VA,  B ~.~(X) ,  
is reduced to superadditivity when A and B are disjoint, and to mono- 
tonicity when they are nested (that is, A z B or A c B). Both superaddi- 
tivity and monotonicity are implied by coherence. Hence, we just need to 
prove the inequality 
/z(X) + /x({a}) > /z({a, b}) +/z({a,  c}). 
From 
X{a} = X{a, b} At- )({a, c} --  1, 
we have, by using our assumption and the definition of _E, 
/z((a}) = _E(Xcal) > /x({a, b}) + /x((a, c)) - 1. 
The proof is now complete. • 
Although all n-monotonicities (n > 2) are equivalent for any lower 
probabilities defined on a measurable space containing only two atoms, the 
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2-monotonicity and the 3-monotonicity are not equivalent when the mea- 
surable space contains more than two atoms. This can be seen in the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE 1 Let X = {a, b, c}. Define /z on ~(X)  as 
i if IEI-- 3, 
/ z (E )= 0.6 if IE I=2,  
.2 if IEP=I ,  
if IEI = 0. 
The set function /z avoids sure loss, since it is dominated by the uniform 
probability measure on ~(X) .  It is also 2-monotone and therefore coher- 
ent. But it is not 3-monotone. In fact, we have 
/ , (X)  = 1 < 1.2 = /z({a, b}) + /,({a, c}) +/ , ({b ,  c}) 
- / . ({a})  - / . ({b})  - tt({c}). 
Hence, /, is not a belief measure. 
On a measurable space containing more than three atoms, the situation 
is much more complex. A coherent lower probability may not be 2-mono- 
tone. 
EXAMPLE 2 Let X = {a, b, c, d}. Define /z on ~(X)  as 
l 
1 if E = X, 
0.8 if E={a,b ,c} ,  
/ , (E )= 0.75 if E = {a, c} or {b, c}, 
~00"5 else. if E={c},  
The set function /z avoids sure loss, since it is dominated by a probability 
measure (0.25, 0.25, 0.5, 0) on ~(X) .  It is also coherent, since _E coincides 
with /, on ~(X) .  But /, is not 2-monotone, since, for example. 
/,({a, b, c}) +/z({c}) = 1.3 < 1.5 =/ , ({a ,  c}) +/ , ({b ,  c}). 
5. AN INEQUALITY BETWEEN THE NATURAL EXTENSION AND 
THE CHOQUET INTEGRAL 
The Choquet integral 
f f d ~, v f ~.~ 
is a nonlinear functional on .9 ~, and (X, ..'S¢, ffdl*) is a lower prevision [9]. 
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THEOREM 3 [18] (X, .~, f f  dix) is coherent when IX is a belief measure. 
From (3) and (6) of Proposition 1, we know that 
f XA dix = Ix(A) V A ~(X) ,  
That is, the Choquet integral is a true extension of Ix from 9(X)  onto .~. 
Since the natural extension is the minimal coherent extension of Ix, we 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4 E( f )  < ffdIx for any f ~S a when Ix is a belief measure. 
Now, a natural question is: may we find a class of monotone lower 
probabilities, which is wider than belief measures, uch that the inequality 
in Theorem 4 still holds? Or, similarly to the idea of proving Theorem 4, 
may we find a wider type of monotone lower probabilities uch that the 
Choquet integral with respect o a set function possessing such a type is 
coherent? The class of coherent lower probabilities seems to be a hopeful 
candidate. Unfortunately, it is not applicable. In fact, the Choquet integral 
with respect o a coherent lower probability is not necessarily a coherent 
prevision. This can be demonstrated asfollows. 
If the Choquet integral ffdIx, V f ~_~, is coherent, then we have 
f(y+u)aIx>_ffdIx+fgaIx vf ,  g 
since 2 is a linear space [9]. For any given sets A, B ~(X) ,  taking 
f = XA and g = XB, the inequality (* *) becomes 2-monotonicity: 
I x (AUB)+Ix(ANB)>Ix(A)+Ix (B)  VA,B~(X) .  
However, we have already presented Example 2 to show that the coher- 
ence, in general, does not imply 2-monotonicity. This means that there 
exist some coherent lower probabilities uch that the corresponding Cho- 
quet integral is not coherent. 
In addition, though the inequality (* *) implies 2-monotonicity and the 
inequality 
f f+g+h)aIx>__ffaIx+fe, aIx+fhat, vf,  g,h 
it does not imply 3-monotonicity. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have established an inequality between the natural 
extension and the Choquet integral for belief measures. We also showed 
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that the coherence of a lower probability is not a sufficient condition for 
the coherence of the corresponding Choquet integral. An open problem is: 
may we find some type of monotone lower probabilities that are wider than 
belief measures, for which the Choquet integral, as a prevision, is coher- 
ent? 
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